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vonDehnVision <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com>

Notice of Willful Trespass of Charter Rights and Treaty Obligations by Ontario
Works Agents, under threat of economic harm, extorsion, crimes against humanity 
1 message

vonDehnVision <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Tue, Oct 4, 2022 at 9:55 AM
To: CEO@serviceontario.ca

To whom this Presentment may be Gifted,

I am Writing You with a very serious complaint.  I have been subject to abuse, harassment, undue mental and
psychological duress by all agents of the Ontario Works office located at 370 St. Catherine St. in Ottawa, Ontario.  I
require that this stop immediately - I cannot handle another moment!

I have requested and expressed on many occasions that I Wish to resolve all debts with Canada's government, repay all
funds that have been borrowed by public servants (State Actors) to fulfill fiduciary obligations to the artificial person
allegedly Created by and Registered with the Crown of Canada to Benefit the Man, Sean Stephen von Dehn. Canada's
current national debt is estimated to be roughly 1.25 trillion dollars.  Canada's total Registered population according to
Vital Statistics, is 38,454,327.  Canada's national debt divided by Canada's Registered population works out to be
$32,480 per person.  I would like to accept this debt for Honour and discharge for Value against the unlimited commercial
Value of My Life and Energy for the Benefit of Sean von Dehn's [artificial/legal] person.  My Life is worth far more to Me
than $32,480., and the number of years (almost 50 now) I have wasted serving this government by Acting as an officer for
Your person is also worth far more than $32,480.  No One can Give Me that time back, it is invaluable to Me.  I did not
vote for any Canadian government, I believe they are all idiots, Man-children in suits (regardless their sex/kind).  I Wish to
pay My share of Canada's debt and be done with You - peaceably.  Most importantly, I Wish for Canada and its agents to
refrain from any further trespass upon My right to freely dispose of My natural wealth without prejudice to any obligations
arising out of international economic cooperation.  I am exercising this right to fulfill any economic obligations I may have
to Canada's government for the artificial person Created in the likeness of My Sacred Calling, Sean Stephen von Dehn,
hereby King Sean, House von Dehn, Hand of Stephen, Kingdom of God.

I am reporting threats of extortion and further economic harm if I do not consent to trespass upon My right to freely
dispose of My natural wealth, exercise My right to reasonable autonomy over My health care choices (including My right
to not be compelled to seek out a doctor for any reason in Order to exercise any right protected under Canadian Law),
and have already been harmed by arbitrary revocation of necessary medical benefits in retaliation for Voicing My rights
under the U.N. Charter on Civil and Political Rights binding upon Canada, and for as King of agents of Ontario Works to
respect the documents I have filed with Canada's Minister of Justice and Attorney General, Vital Statistics, and even
contractual agreements previously Signed by their office and agents.  They have destroyed documents from My case file,
have asked Me to spoliate evidence of their breaches of Trust against other Beneficiaries of Ontario Works, and continue
to threaten Me with economic harm and undue mental and psychological duress by refusing to respond to
correspondence, or explain why the believe they have no legal or lawful obligation to Honour My inherent rights legally
protected in Canada by Way of their international binding Treaty obligations.

For over two years, I have received $601.50/month which is not nearly enough to Live on.  I've been as King of these
agents to put Me in touch with the appropriate Ministries of Canada's government so I can fire these public servants and
take care of administering My own wealth without prejudice to any economic obligations I may have to Canada.  Using
the Public Trust to pay their Self handsome wages while causing harm to the People they were Trusted to provide
Benefits to, is so incredibly immoral and unethical, I don't frankly know how it could ever have been made what You call
'legal'.  These People are abused by the Trustees of Ontario Works, threatened with economic harm if they do not Wish to
waive rights?!  I believe they only get away with this because they don't have the financial resources to defend their
Honour, or sufficient mental capacity to advocate for their Self if they did.  The Canadian government is exploiting People
in poverty for their own benefit, which is by definition, extortion.  Fiduciary obligations Canada's State Actors have to their
People are the only thing backing the Canadian dollar, it is no wonder Your national debt keeps climbing, You never fulfill
or even satisfy any of Your Promises to pay!!!

I am not joking when I say that I Will take every member of Ontario Works into Court in a class action suit for any person
subject to these belligerent, arrogant, incompetent individuals who Will read exactly what I am sending You now, and
respond as though I have said nothing at all.  Do this, or suffer economically.  Holding Me in bondage is a crime against
humanity, and I can deal with incompetence for only so long.  Ignorance is no excuse for the Law.  I need You to advise
Tatiana Lindstrom of Ontario Works, that she must restore the medical benefits she arbitrarily revoked without Notice to
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Me, and add an additional $100,000k into the Beneficiary's account for the harm done - see if they Will tell YOU how
many documents from My case file they have destroyed or otherwise spoliated.

As soon as that's done, I'd like You to have someone from Your office contact Me to let Me know how I can pay My share
of Canada's debt and be done with You for real.  'I don't know...', is not an acceptable reply.

Here are Your obligations to Me, legally and lawfully binding in Canada, and recognized by Ontario's Superior Court and
Department of Justice under 24.1 Remedies for Charter and Treaty violations by State Actors (Ontario Works agents). 
Please don't make Me take You there.  

Article 1

1. All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they
freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social
and cultural development.

2. All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth
and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international
economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and
international law. In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of
subsistence.

3. The States Parties to the present Covenant, including those having responsibility
for the administration of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, shall promote the
realization of the right of self-determination, and shall respect that right, in conformity
with the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.

This Will be Published on the International Public Record at www.vondehnvisuals.com.  Suggesting I am 'bound' to
Ontario Works while their agents trespass upon My right to dispose of My natural wealth without prejudice to foreign
obligations, while they benefit from the public Trust designed to benefit the People, is exactly the definition of extortion,
bondage, and slavery.  I Trust no such Acts would be intentional, but ignorance is no excuse for the Rule of Law.  Please
fix this NOW, I cannot handle another day of the belligerence and willful contempt for the Rule of Law I have experienced
at the hands of the Ontario Works office located at 370 St. Catherine's Street, Ontario.

Here's Tatiana Lindstrom's email address, she is the one who seems to believe the Ontario Works Act has the force of
Law to trespass upon My inherent rights legally protected by Canada's International binding treaty obligations.  

tatiana.lindstrom@ottawa.ca 

Please fix this now.  This letter is not a joke.

King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean
https://vondehnvisuals.com/my-story/ 

http://www.vondehnvisuals.com/
mailto:tatiana.lindstrom@ottawa.ca
https://vondehnvisuals.com/my-story/
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